The bow collar tutorial for any regular neckline
I added this bow collar to my free Judith dress sewing pattern. You can download this pattern in
my shop. But if you like the collar, you can use this tutorial to add one to any regular neckline.
You can use the tutorial below on a dress, blouse, t-shirt or maybe even a sweater. If you give my
tutorial a try, you can use the hashtag #compagniembowcollar to share your creation.
Supplies:
§
§
§

The bow pattern piece.
A small piece of fabric: 10in (25cm) high x 6in wide.
A pattern with a regular front neckline or the free Judith dress pattern.

Cut the pattern pieces as shown on the pattern.
Fold the bow collar pattern piece in half (on the fold line) and place it on top of the bodice front.
Match the center front lines. The upper corners (A on the drawing) match with the neckline.

Cut away the yellow part from the bow collar piece. This is the result.

Fold the collar in half on the fold line. Right sides together. Sew both side seams at 1cm (3/8 in)
from the edge.

Turn right sides out, press and clip the corners.

Press the extra bow piece like bias tape.

Fold in half and topstitch both sides 2mm from the edge.

Place the bias tape in the middle of the neckline as shown below.

Pin the collar on top of it.

Baste stitch within the seam allowance to the keep the bow and bias tape in place.

Fold the tape around the collar to make a bow. Baste stitch the top of the tape again within the
seam allowance.

Now finish the dress following the instructions of the original pattern. When you’re ready, add a
blind stitch to the lower corners of the bow to keep it in place.
I hope you like my bow tutorial. Enjoy sewing!

